Loyalty Fraud Management

Provide a secure environment for
customers who participate in your
loyalty programme by screening for
fraud – at every point of account
interaction. From account creation
and updates through to purchase,
transfer and redemption of points.
Almost 89% of UK consumers
are a member of a loyalty
scheme.
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Loyalty fraud is a growing threat
in the digital economy
As companies seek to increase their volume of repeat customers,
loyalty programmes in travel and retail have become more important.
Companies now offer more earning and redemption choices than
ever – often through partnerships and rewards ecosystems.
With more than $238 billion in estimated value sitting as a liability on
the books of airlines, hotels, and other programme owners, loyalty
fraud is a growing risk for every merchant with a loyalty programme.1
The loyalty earning and burning lifecycle has opened new avenues
for fraud. Fraudsters purchase points with stolen cards, redeem
fraudulently obtained points for valuable goods and services – and
take over loyalty accounts that belong to genuine customers.2
Increasingly, cybercriminals spot loyalty as a weak point in many
companies’ fraud management systems.3 Points and miles translate
to real money.
We can help you protect them with strong defences.
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Loyalty Fraud Management
The benefits
1. Protect against fraud throughout the loyalty lifecycle
Loyalty Fraud Management proactively monitors your customers’
accounts, looking for suspicious activity that indicates a loyalty
account has been hijacked by a fraudster.
Based on powerful and proven technologies, our solution can
help ensure your loyalty programme remains a source of customer
engagement and innovation – instead of a cause for concern.

72% of airline loyalty

programmes have been
prey to fraudsters.
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2. Monitor for suspicious activity on loyalty accounts
Loyalty Fraud Management actively monitors account usage
behaviours to help businesses identify valid from high-risk sessions
more accurately. Rigorously pinpointing fraudulent activity, whilst still
recognising genuine purchases and redemptions of points or miles.

24% of retailers

3. Protect your relationship with your best customers
With or without credit card information, the solution screens
transactions using hundreds of fraud detectors to build a picture of
your genuine customers. This way you can continue to provide them
with the best service – while turning cybercriminals away.

view loyalty fraud
as one of the most
detrimental threats
to their e-commerce
business.

Real-time decisions mean that purchases, redemptions and logins
will be seamless and safe.
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Loyalty – as a source
of engagement
Designed specifically for your loyalty programme, Loyalty Fraud
Management protects from fraud – without impacting on the
customer experience.
Our solution screens transactions using hundreds of fraud detectors to
build a picture of your genuine customers. This way you can continue
to provide them with the best service, while turning fraudsters away.
It proactively monitors your customers’ accounts, looking for
suspicious activity that indicates a loyalty account has been hijacked
by a fraudster.
Based on powerful and proven technologies, our solution can
help ensure your loyalty programme remains a source of customer
engagement and innovation, instead of a cause for concern.
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Loyalty Fraud Management –
how it works
Loyalty Fraud Management is designed specifically to help
protect your loyalty programme from fraud without impacting
on the customer experience.
Using Account Takeover Protection, you can monitor user account
creation and login behaviours to identify valuable returning
customers – while defending against fraudulent account creation
and takeover attempts.

Loyalty transactions may use only points rather than standard
payment methods, but CyberSource evaluates hundreds of data
elements from each transaction to detect fraud accurately –
with or without credit card information.

Decision Manager screens for fraud at checkout, helping you protect
purchases and redemptions of your loyalty program points. Decision
Manager has over 260 detection tests, a powerful rules engine, a case
management system and data dashboard – and real-time reporting
and fraud tuning.
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Why CyberSource?
• O
 ur platform is built on a secure
Visa infrastructure with the
benefits and insights of a $427
billion global processing network.
• W
 e offer payment acceptance
in 190+ countries – and accept
137 currencies.
• W
 e have 100 acquirer processor
connections. This is increasing
by 20+ each year.

In 2017 we:
• Managed 277 billion payments
• 	Managed approximately 1 out of
every $10 spent online, worldwide
• Served 456,313 customers worldwide
• P
 rovided x200 the visibility into
fraud patterns3
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Based on the average number of transactions for a top merchant

Find out more about our Multi-Phased Fraud Management Platform at
www.cybersource.co.uk/strengthenyournumbers
Contact us
Email. europe@cybersource.com www.cybersource.co.uk
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